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About This Game

The Red Forest is one of the most unique spots in the Chernobyl area, with various mutations still taking place here. It is visited
by tourists wishing to see something extraordinary. Both plant and animal mutants can be seen here. However, this time
scientists found a creature of a new kind that they have never seen before. Now they are ready to pay a lot of money for

catching it so they could study it, for it may turn out to be Rake. People from different corners of the world start coming to this
place, hoping to catch the creature and earn money. Now there is even a local dealer here who is ready to sell weapons to

everyone interested. Rake was last seen two years ago, but all the attempts to catch him failed then, and the scientist who had
made those attempts was found dead in his trailer among the woods.
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Title: Red Forest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BiscuitPlay
Publisher:
BiscuitPlay
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Good maked, short clips around the CS Elite Players WorldWide.

Watch all Profiles and be impressed about every singel Clip and Player what they had done, what they are be as a HumanPerson,
they are good Humans that alot more Humans should think and act like them in any parts of life.. Fun game, worth it if you get
it on sale at under 3.5USD, got mine for like 3 dollars so it was worth it to me, have yet to play the hentai version, but i
definitely enjoyed the storyline. At 8.99USD its maybe a 4\/10 for a review on price to content, anything greater than 50% off
and it goes up to an 7.5-8 out of 10.

No I do not recommend this game at regular price.
Yes I recommend this game at 50% off or greater.. Pretty cool idea. Some of the worst UX. When you click + the node goes
directly under the plus... would be best to have it surface in the center. Right-click deletes sound... so don't accidentally do that.
You'll confuse nodes with sounds. Save, Help, and Load are click for show/hide. After playing with UI, you'll get used to the
weirdness... none the less idea is very cool. With a UX/UI update this thing could be a huge hit. The animal in the center has a
white halo around the image because someone barely knows how to use Photoshop. All that being said, it's pretty amazing.. My
Specs: FX 8320/16 Gigs RAM/GTX 1070/HTC VIVE

This game preview can be defined as not bad. There is certainly no reason for the bad reviews in my opinion.
I am not sure what people want from VR these days. This is something we all should be asking for. Virtual Reality for me is not
just about playing a game. It is about being transported to another world; to another time and place. This captured that feeling
for me.

The only warning I would give VR users with a VIVE is DO NOT use the rotation feature in the right motion controller if you
are prone to sickness. Use your actual body to turn as I explain in the video. The game needs some better graphical tweaking
options, sound options and more locomotion options. Ice Skating is no problem for me but it is getting more annoying to me the
more I use it. It is not natural feeling at all as people want to try to force it to be. Sprint teleport with the option to shoot while in
motion would be the best addition in my opinion like Bullet Sorrow and Fast Action Hero. Overall this is a great preview to
something I hope is coming. Larger areas would be welcomed. If there is a game coming then a simple shooter is not something
I would desire. I want Deus Ex and its large world .....

Roomscale with motion controllers is Virtual Reality. Nothing else will truly take you there. I could not imagine playing this in
VR sitting down. Why buy VR only not to have it in all it's glory? I can't really understand outside some kind of physical/mental
challenge. This is well worth a run through or two.

Video below will be viewable after processing. Enjoy. Have a great day.

https://youtu.be/OTVrCxe5Nw8. Well it gets boring pretty quickly and is set out for more like a browser game. But the
soundtracks are pretty cool!. Haven't played Diner Dash? No problem. Neither have I. But I've played several games like it, long
before Diner Dash took the mobile\/tablet world by storm before Angry Birds took the mobile\/tablet world by storm before
Candy Crush took the mobile\/tablet world by storm... where was I?
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Right, Among the Heavens, then, is a full-blown, no-pay-wall time management style game that is disturbingly addictive and
compelling to people such as myself that are attracted to arbitrary star ratings that don't, among other things, solve world hunger.
That is to say, you and some other bloke run several potion(?) taverns in the sky. Because the story exists, not only do you and
your bartender friend seek riches from creepy mongoloid sky people, but you also have special friends that drop in to visit as
well as a grumpy old boss who is needier than my girlfriend.

Anyways, the general gist of it (especially if you have not played Diner Dash or games of a similar elk... yes, elk; I'd explain
that, but I'd have to kill you) is thus: You and a buddy whose names I don't care to remember are seeking your fortune by
serving people potions or skyshakes, if you will, while solving the logistical problem of how to go about doing it. Each tavern
will have a variety of table layouts with such classics as the two-seater and the four-seater, but sometimes you might even get a
six-seater (I know, right?), and space is limited. However, the population is insatiable as you appear to be the only cloudgrog
joint in town and they will be clogging up your foyer as your tables fill up and the idiots do stuff like take too long reading the
menu or dropping their drinks on the floor.

The result is a self-inflicted chaos because everyone quite literally pays you in piles of gold, yet you never hire any staff.
Instead, you, the player, are left to seat and serve everyone as your moustachioed pal mixes the Nimbusjuice. It's a very simple
workflow:

1. Customer comes in
2. You seat the customer, preferably at a seat that matches their color for a point bonus
3. That customer eventually waves you over to take their order by dropping a ridiculously-thick menu on the table
4. You rush to that table to pick up the ridiculously-thick menu and must deliver it to the extra-ridiculously-thick pile of
ridiculously-thick menus on the bar.
5. Your bartender business partner makes their order and leaves it for you on the bar.
6. You pick up the order and deliver it to the table.
7. They drink whatever the hell is in those bottles and when they're done, they leave you a pile of gold
8. You grab that pile of gold and drop it into a big chest
9. The customer sits there stupidly as they wait for you to collect their tip (thankfully, this is you in the chair, clicking on a
spinny circle, not the waiter you running back to the table).

Simple, right? It all works intuitively and audio cues help you keep on track so you at least know you're going to miss something
should you be off pace enough to miss it. Now, take that whole workflow and layer it on top of itself, staggered, several times
and you start to get the picture of what this is going to be. Your waiter avatar has only two hands, meaning each can carry only
one menu or one pile of gold or one order, etc. but thankfully, you can queue up several actions ahead of time (which can be
inefficient if you go too far ahead).

At any rate, the game very nicely eases you into the chaos it wishes to present in the later levels by providing a steady pace of
new things. At first, you'll just get acquainted of how to get things done, but the challenge ramps up as you are introduced to
different customers who have different demands; some are impatient, some will order more that once, some take longer to make
decisions, etc. Some will come as large parties and force you to put tables together, giving up precious seats until they leave.
Some are blue and some are red and if you sit them in certain seats, you'll get a bonus (this is key to getting 3 stars, by the way).
Some have hipster scarves and will only sit at roped-off VIP tables because reasons. Some even have the nerve to show up by
themselves and you're like, "BUT I CAN SEAT MORE PEOPLE, JERK". Got all that covered? Great. Now they can bring their
own music that you have to play for them. Now there's people coming in through the back wanting their order to go. Now your
customers are spilling drinks, sometimes because your boss has decided to sit in the corner and shake the room if you don't give
him any attention (again, because reasons).

But don't you fret - you have help as you can play a really shoddy match 3 game (it's easy) to get power ups that allow you to run
faster or pause time, but keep in mind that these things are precious and shouldn't be wasted. The minigame only shows up
between certain levels and the way the game saves your progress means that if you blow your powerups too early, you might
find yourself stranded on a tough level without anything to help you get through it with that precious 3-star rating. You see, you
can't go back to a previous level to farm powerups (although you can replay them simply to get that 3rd star) as the game saves
after every level and reverts your progress should you decide to revisit one later on. For example, if you currently have 35 gold
(to buy upgrades) and 2 power-ups, and then decide to revisit a previously-visited level, you'll actually revert back to the stats
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you had at THAT particular point in time, which may be 18 gold and 1 power-up. You can still move on with your current stuff,
mind you, but you will always roll back to where you were, and then forward to where you are. In short, there's no way you can
affect your current progress so if you find yourself without any power-ups, there's no way to go back and get some and no store
to go buy some. Kind of a bum deal there. Protip: try your dangedest to 3-star every level without using power-ups and save
them for the really tough ones.

TL;DR - Among the Heavens is a terrific time-management game that can really challenge you, especially if you're the type that
needs to get those 3-star ratings. It doesn't bring a whole lot of new stuff to the table in the genre, but this is a solidly-built game
at a fantastic price, especially if you can nab it in a sale. If you've played Diner Dash, you know what you're getting into and if
you haven't, this is a great place to start and it is in no way inferior to the game(s) that inspired it.. Due to terrible controls this
game is preacticaly unplayable.. Now this is what I have been waiting for. You have hit this out of the ballpark! Absolutely
masterful puzzles that are a simple joy to color in!

Thanks again!. This game is catered to the entry level war gamer, while it has a panzer general feel it lacks the depth and
challenge the older general games brought. While there is a lot of good deep, strategic WWII games, there is not allot of new
content for the entry level or causual wargamer. I think this fill the niche, but it could definately have been better.
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Man, I've played my fair amount of VN's, and this has to be second for its sheer emotional power, second only to Lucy, The
Eternity She Wished For. The plot starts out so innocent and endearing you cant not utterly fall in love with all of the characters,
and by the end you just...can't. The music is minimalistic and is composed of oriental style tracks using oriental instruments, in
fitting with the setting, which is very effective in the majority of places, but I feel like the instrument choices prevent the game
from fully realising the potential of many of the sad scenes. I've always found Pianos, Violins and Harps to be the best type of
instrument for these effects, but the weight of all of the scenes that suffer this slight setback makes up for this. However,
without a single mediocre character, and trust me you will either love or hate every character by the end, excellent visuals and a
stellar plot, I can't recommend this game enough.. What do I say.

I love the earn to die series. But with this, you are better off playing it in your browser. The money collection speed is
absolutely♥♥♥♥♥♥ You have to play through a level 50 times before having enough for the last armor upgrade. You don't
even get a bonus for collecting all money crates in a section. WHAT USE ARE THEM THEN?

No options. Can't turn the music or sound down, just on or off. Can't turn off checkpoints.

And the elephant: YOU CAN'T USE PREVIOUS CARS WHEN YOU UNLOCK A NEW ONE. WHAT THE ♥♥♥♥ WERE
THEY SMOKING?

If you make a Earn to die 2 Deluxe, here are my suggestions:
x2 Money mode, where there are no money crates and upgrades cost slightly more.
More Options.
Using any car on any stage.
Names for the cars. (I.E: level 2 car can be the "Lead Sled."
Bonus for collecting all cash crates.
More music.
Option to repair cars.
. I'm a simple man. I see flower on steam and I buy flower on steam. I suggest you do the same.. Watch the excellent trailer to
this game on steam... they make this game sound amazing.

So I bought a 4-pack, well done marketing team,

BUT now:
imagine those triangles and lines and circles over and over and over again,
and you'll quickly realize that this games depth of strategy is near_nill
rather it is a clickfest, and the way you get better is by clicking at the right time
over and over and over again

When I played this game I felt like everything I was doing had no point, no reward, and no skill involved in it
The "story" is laughable, and I cant continue remembering anymore about the gameplay or it'll give me a seizure.

Honestly a waste of time and money

 (you get 1 point for: cool trailer to the game, and 1 point for: making/selling the game on steam. THAT'S IT).
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

ENVOY RATED: 2/10. I REALLY like this game, but almost nobody plays it!
I think you should play this game. (probably because I don't have anyone to play with). Viridi+Wallpaper Engine=awesome live
wallpaper. Buy for the tutorial, stay for the game.

The game narration is all ironic parody but the game is solid tactical real time strategy.. This game isn't even trying.
It isn't even trying to...
tell a story
explain controls
be playable perfomance-wise
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Oh, and you'll be dropped by portals that are in random places for no reason, just to lose health because the portals are
misplaced.
Had to stop playing for now, I get 5 FPS on lowest and about 10 FPS on highest settings. Don't ask me why I get better
performance on highest settings, but I bet it's the same reason as why this game was made. For the lulz.
I won't get a refund for the fact that it was insanely cheap and that I want to see what the dev will do with it. And I enjoy bad
games, too.
For under 10 cents - buy it. Any more - probably not worth your time. Eh.

It's not too great. The multiplayer servers are basically dead, the models are off, its very repetetive and unrealistic, and it gets
boring after a few minutes of playing.
As of now, I cannot reccomend this game. I had high hopes for Lif, as I love animal games, but it did not meet my expectations.
If you want an animal survival game, I reccomend Shelter, Shelter 2, Wolfquest, The Isle, Saurian, heck, even UNTAMED.
Meadow is also a good option if you're into theraputic games.

I've seen better animal games on Roblox.. Fun game! It is what it is.. It's you, in a van, selling burgers, fries, hotdogs and
possibly more! I only got as far as opening those three items but it was fun.

The Good: It runs great, and has a very appealing look. Nothing felt difficult or awkward at all. Mechanics are good, the art style
is very good. It's great in short bursts. I can see returning to this to kill some time or if I just am not in the mood for anything
heavy. Great to show off and demo. The gradually growing menu from day to day eases players through the game at a nice pace.
Good for kids and adults both. Looking forward to see what features they add in as it goes.

The Bad: Some of the features are not complete yet but that's expected and they are admitting to that up front. The customers
look good enough but I think some player voices would be nice to have. The environment feels a bit audio empty. Maybe a
"Thank You" after serving them food, or customers who wait too long say something like "Hurry it up would ya!" Some little
audio bumps would be fun to hear. A chance to add some humor as well. Also with each passing day have the background
environment change. It's the same everyday at least that I've seen so far.

Overall it's worth having in your library so I give it a thumbs up.
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